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ABSTRACT

Large language models (LLMs) have achieved great success in gen-

eral domains of natural language processing. In this paper, we

bring LLMs to the realm of geoscience with the objective of ad-

vancing research and applications in this field. To this end, we

present the first-ever LLM in geoscience, K2, alongside a suite

of resources developed to further promote LLM research within

geoscience. For instance, we have curated the first geoscience in-

struction tuning dataset, GeoSignal, which aims to align LLM

responses to geoscience-related user queries. Additionally, we have

established the first geoscience benchmark, GeoBenchmark, to

evaluate LLMs in the context of geoscience. In this work, we exper-

iment with a complete recipe to adapt a pretrained general-domain

LLM to the geoscience domain. Specifically, we further train the

LLaMA-7B model on over 2 million pieces of geoscience literature

(3.9B Tokens) and utilize GeoSignal’s supervised data to fine-tune

the model. Moreover, we share a protocol that can efficiently gather

domain-specific data and construct domain-supervised data, even

in situations where manpower is scarce. Experiments conducted on

the GeoBenchmark demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach

and datasets.
1
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1 INTRODUCTION

Geoscientists have long faced challenges in integrating data from

various sources and disciplines due to differences in terminolo-

gies, formats, and data structures, which subsequently leads to

numbers of natural language tasks in geoscience such as geolog-

ical and geographical named entity recognition [10], spatial and

temporal relation extraction [27] to build geoscience knowledge

graph [7], geology reports and literatures summarization [26], and

representation learning via geoscience language models [33]. How-

ever, language models in geoscience are sparse and remain limited

in scale [8]. This situation stands in stark contrast with the pros-

perity of large language models (LLMs), such as ChatGPT [31] and

GPT-4 [32], in general natural language processing (NLP), where

notable successes have been achieved.

Despite their effectiveness in general domains, current LLMs of-

ten fall short in catering to the needs of geoscientists. This shortfall

is largely attributed to the lack of reliable knowledge concerning

geoscience problems, given that the related geoscience data seldom

1
We release the full version of training data and models after the final draft.

exist in the commonly used pretraining text corpora such as C4 [35]

and the Pile [12]. Moreover, top-performing LLMs like ChatGPT

only offer services via APIs, which presents roadblocks for external

domain research and advancement. To mitigate these issues and

foster research and application within the geoscience domain, we

introduce the first-ever open-source LLM for geoscience, referred

to as K2 (The second highest mountain in the world, which we believe
in the future larger and more powerful geoscience language models
will be created). K2, a GPT-like language model comprising 7 bil-

lion parameters, is based on the pre-trained LLaMA [42] model but

specializes on the geoscience domain. Along with the introduction

of K2, this paper also explores a roadway to collect geoscience

text corpus, constructs geoscience instruction supervised data, and

builds geoscience NLP tasks benchmarks, in alignment with the

Deep-time Digital Earth (DDE, [44])
2
big science plan.

The training of K2 consists of two stages, the pretraining stage

and the instruction tuning stage, as depicted in Figure 1. During

pretraining, we continue pretraining the LLaMA-7B model on a

geoscience text corpus that we preprocessed from geoscience pa-

pers. Then we perform instruction tuning [4, 23, 36], where we

further train the model to follow human instructions. To this end,

we have curated GeoSignal, an instruction tuning dataset created

by unifying 8 diverse geoscience NLP task data with prompts, such

as relation extraction, entity recognition, classification, and summa-

rization. We also construct GeoBenchmark, an evaluation dataset

comprising more than 1500 objective questions and 939 subjective

questions collected from National Postgraduate Entrance Examina-

tion (NPEE) on Geoscience and AP Test Geology, Geography and

Environmental science. GeoBenchmark serves to track the progress

and drive the development of geoscience language models. Through

our concerted efforts in data collection and training, the resulted

K2 model is a foundation language model that can be used to de-

sign multiple geoscience applications, making it benefit geoscience

researchers and practitioners [28].

Our contributions can be listed as follows:

• We introduce K2, a foundation langugage model in geoscience

field. K2 can answer geoscience questions and follow geoscien-

tists’ instructions via suitable prompts with its professionalism

in geoscience.

• We construct GeoSignal, the first-ever geoscience-supervised

instruction data. To evaluate K2 on geoscience tasks and the fol-

lowing language models in geoscience, we build GeoBenchmark,

the first NLP task benchmarks in geoscience.

2
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Figure 1: Pipeline of training K2, including two steps, one is further pretrain for absorption of geoscience knowledge, another

one is instruction tuning, deploying to make the model align to human, instructed by human, and response like a human.

• Taking geoscience as an example, we build up a paradigm to con-

struct the domain text corpus and domain-supervised instruction

data and explore a recipe to train a domain-specific language

model.

• Compared with similar-size baseline models, K2 outperforms

both subjective and objective geoscience tasks. At last, we release

the code, K2 weights, GeoSignal, and GeoBenchmark at Github.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 will introduce

the related work of K2. In section 3, the detail of data collection and

supervised instruction data construction will be illustrated. Further,

we will share our further pretrain detail and parameter-efficient

instruction tuning processes in section 4, while in section 5, we will

evaluate the K2 and do an ablation study. Finally, we will discuss

the topics raised, lessons learned, potential applications, and future

work related to the K2.

2 RELATEDWORK

Foundation Language Models. Since the appearance of Chat-

GPT [31], there has been a large number of large language models

for use as a foundation model to solve real-life problems. Since the

models that provide only online demos and APIs, like ChatGPT,

GPT-4[32] and Yiyan ( https://yiyan.baidu.com/) are not suitable

and convenient for further pretraining and developing. The open-

source models like CodeGen [30], LLaMA[42], GLM [48], becomes

the foundation models for many other instruction-tuned LLMs like

Alpaca [39], Baize [46], Vicuna [3], Koala [13], and Dolly [6].

Domain Language Models. Large language models become the

foundation model to address the issues in many other domains. In

life science field, Med-PaLm [38], MedGPT [19], BioGPT [25], and

Bio-Megatron [37] The large language model is useful and reliable

in the biomedicine field [43]. In natural science field, Geographic-

BERT [22], MGeo [9], ERNIE-GeoL [17] and GeoBERT [8] are typ-

ical cases in geography and geology, while MatSciBERT [14] is

the one in material science. In academic scenario, SciBERT [2] and

Galactica [40] are two examples.

Parameter-Efficient Tuning on LLMs. Conventional fine-tuning

needs to update all the parameters in LLMs, leading to inefficient

and leaving a large carbon footprint as the models grow along

with the scaling law [18]. Soft Prompt tuning [20] frozen language

models to perform specific downstream tasks. Prefix-tuning [21]

draws inspiration from prompting for language models, allowing

subsequent tokens to attend to this prefix as if it were “virtual to-

kens”. In addition, Adapter [15] make the parameters of the original

network remain fixed, yielding a high degree of parameter sharing,

and LoRA [16] views the update of the weights as the result of two

tunable low-rank matrices multiplication.

3 DATA COLLECTION AND CURATION

To train K2, we collect geoscience text corpus and geoscience-

oriented data from various resources. Then we re-structure the data

into signals and build up the instruction tuning dataset GeoSignal.

This valuable information can serve for learning knowledge for

geoscience tasks and instruct models for aligning with humans

and experts. Moreover, we develop GeoBenchmark to compare lan-

guage models focusing on geoscience. We will publicly make our

datasets available after the final draft on Github.

3.1 Pretraining Data

Our text corpus for further pretraining on LLaMA-7B consists of

3.9 billion tokens from geoscience papers published in selected high-

quality journals in earth science and mainly collected by GAKG [7].

3.1.1 Geoscience Text Corpus Collection.

Geoscience Open Access Literatures. With the support from

DDE (Deep-Time Digital Earth Big Science Program), we can have

the resources and chances to access materials and data strongly

related to geoscience, including 531 journals, and 4,274,716 papers’
metadata. We use 1,122,094 open-access papers’ PDFs organized by

GAKG to build the text corpus.

Wikipedia pages about Earth science. Wikipedia is an import

resource we take into account for text corpus collection, and the

root node of the Wikipedia category of geoscience we take into

consideration is “https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth_science”. We

mine all the child and related topics connected to it and finally gain

767,341 Wikipedia pages.

In brief, The statistic of the collection of geoscience text corpus

is shown in Table 1.

3.1.2 Text Corpus Preprocessing.

https://github.com/davendw49/k2
https://yiyan.baidu.com/
https://deep-time.org/
https://gakg.acemap.info/
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A. Figure Processed Text. B. Table Processed Text. C. Citation Processed Text. D. Formula Processed Text.

Figure 2: Tokenization processed text. A. shows an example of a figure marker, we only choose to preserve the captions; B.

shows an example of a table marker, we transfer the tables into the form of Markdown; C. shows the tokenization of the

citations, we replace the reference numbers into reference papers’ title to preserve the readability of the text corpus.

Data source Document Tokens

Geoscience papers 1,122,094 3.9B

Geoscience papers Metadata 4,274,716 0.1B

Wikipedia page 767,341 1.5B

Total 6,164,151 5.5B

Table 1: The details of the text corpus used to train K2.

PDF Parsing. We build an automatic PDF parsing toolkit based

on the GROBID library [1]. We use Markdown as the format for all

papers in the corpus to preserve readability and consistency. Finally,

we use regular expressions and rule-based scripts to clean the data,

removing the text obstructing reading, garbled, and impurity data.

The script will be released shortly.

Tokenization. Tokenization is an essential part of text corpus

design. To make the language model understand the academic

papers, we utilize specialized tokens for different modalities as

follows, and the examples are shown in Figure 2.

• Illustrations: we use special tokens [START_FIGURE] and

[END_FIGURE] to annotate the captions of the illustrations in

the papers.

• Tables: Two special tokens [START_TABLE] and [END_TABLE]

are used to locate the position of the table in the passage. In this

process, we transform the tables in the PDFs into the format of

Markdown.

• Citations: We use special tokens [START_REF] and [END_REF]

to annotate the citations.

• Formulas: For mathematical content or formulas, we filter and

clean the irregular formulas parsed from PDFs through regular ex-

pressions and rule-based methods. Further we use special tokens

[START_FORMULA] and [END_FORMULA] to capture them.

3.2 Instruction Tuning Data: GeoSignal

Further, we collect well-organized instruction tuning data, such

as natural instruction [29], AI2 Reasoning Challenge, stanford-

alpaca [39], and Dolly-15k [6] for human-alignment and further

build up expert-alignment data with a semi-manual pipeline called

GeoSignal, the statistics of these instruction tuning data are shown

in Table 2.

Instruction Tuning Data Prompts Data Type

GPT4-Alpaca 52,002 Self-instruct

Dolly-15K 15,011 Task-specific

Natural Instruction 2,446 Task-specific

AI2 Reasoning Challenge 7,787 Task-specific

GeoSignal 82,202 Knowledge Intensive

Table 2: Datasets used to train K2 during the instruction

tuning process.

3.2.1 Align-to-Human. Expert is a human who specializes in a

given domain; therefore, we collect several well-construct super-

vised datasets, including self-instruct and human-annotated.

• Alpaca-GPT4: Alpaca-GPT4
3
is instruction-following data gen-

erated by the techniques named Self-Instruct [45], and all the

samples are in the form of <instruction, input, output>, which we

choose to follow.

• Dolly-15k: databricks-dolly-15k [6] is an open-source dataset

of instruction-following records generated by thousands of

Databricks employees, including brainstorming, classification,

closed QA, generation, information extraction, open QA, and

summarization. We organize them all into <instruction, input,
output> format.

• Natural Instruction: Natural Instruction [29] maintains many

tasks and their natural language definitions/instructions. Its v1.x

dataset consists of 61 tasks. The v2.x dataset contains over 1.5k

tasks. We select objective tasks elaborately from the v2.x dataset

and organize them into <instruction, input, output> format.

• AI2 Reasoning Challenge: AI2 Reasoning Challenge (ARC) [5]

is a dataset of 7,787 genuine grade-school level, multiple-choice

science questions. As it is well-formed, we sample randomly and

organize it into <instruction, input, output> format.

3.2.2 Align-to-Expert. Referring to reStructured pre-training [4,

47], signals are the data we can use to train models and usually exist

in databases and websites. Many data sources and materials have

different types of geoscience signals in geoscience, as illustrated

in Figure 3. These signals could be restructured into input-output

pairs as instruction tuning samples. For example, with a paper’s

abstract and title information, we can restructure such signals into

3
https://github.com/tloen/alpaca-lora

https://github.com/tloen/alpaca-lora
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a title generation task given the abstract. In addition, and most

importantly, with the support of several applications and products

of DDE, we collect a large quantity of geoscience expertise data and

re-structure it with prompts into a unified sequence-to-sequence

format, namely GeoSignal. The databases and websites we use are

as follows:

• GAKG: GAKG [7] is a multimodal Geoscience Academic Knowl-

edge Graph organizing geoscience papers’ illustrations, text, and

bibliometric data.

• DDE Scholar: DDE Scholar (https://ddescholar.acemap.info/), a

geoscience academic literature search engine, contains more than

3 million papers and 4 million scholars’ information in the field

of earth sciences.

• DataExpo: DataExpo [24] is a one-stop dataset service and has

indexed over 960,000 datasets from more than 27,000 repositories

in the context of Deep-time Digital Earth Program.

• GSO: GSO (https://gso.acemap.info/) is a large-scale ontology

of research areas that was automatically generated using the

hierarchical topic modeling, which consists of more than 120

thousand research interests in the field of geoscience.

• Geoscience QA:We crawler 4 question and answer platform, and

7 geoscience-related databases, using OpenAI [31] for template

generation and with the help of the human expert, we finally have

a clean and correct geoscience Q&A dataset. The distribution of

each part is shown in the Github Repo for the limitation of this

manuscript.

For a better understanding of geoscience signals, we list the main

signals we take into consideration in bellowing:

GAKG DataExpo

GSO Geoscience QA

Pangaea

Cruise

Top Website

DDEScholar
Paper Keyword Extraction

References Resolution

Geoscience Summary

Knowledge Extraction

Table Content

Figure Content

Table Resolution

Figure Resolution

Description
Wikipedia

Dictionary

WordNet

Taxonomy
Dictionary Synonym

WordNet Synonym DDE hyponymy

Wikipedia hyponymy

Wikipedia Entity Wikipedia Title

Dinosaur

Fossil

Mineral

NGDB RRUFF

Earthquake

Save my Exam

Researchgate

Quizlet

Extractive QA

Figure 3: The components of GeoSignal.

• G1: Paper content: The title, abstract, full-text of geoscience

literature. This signal naturally exists on DDE Scholar, GAKG,

and DataExpo, and can be used in summarization tasks.

• G2: Category: The category of a geoscience paper or term. This

signal typically exists on DDE Scholar, GAKG, and Wikipedia. It

can be used for the text classification task.

• G3: Reference Paper: This signal exists in the reference lists

and introduction of papers and is useful for text comprehension

and summarization.

• G4: Paper table and illustration: Tables and figures in geo-

science papers provide captions and content mentioned in the

passage, which can be used for question-answering tasks.

• G5: Entity mentions: The entities within a given text. This

signal can be found in GAKG and Wikipedia and can be useful

for named entity recognition tasks.

• G6: Relations: The relationships between different geoscience

entities. This information exists in human-annotated datasets

such as GAKG andGSO. This signal is useful for finding synonyms

and hyponymy terms in geoscience.

• G7: Word description: The definition of a word. Various geo-

science resources contain this signal, such as Geoscience Dictio-

nary, WordNet, Wikipedia, and GSO. This signal is useful for the

task of explanation.

• G8: Synonyms & Taxonomy: The Synonyms and hyponymy

relation between terms in geoscience. Geoscience Dictionary and

GSO contain this signal, which is useful for finding synonyms

and hyponymy terms in geoscience.

• G9: Text Comprehension: This signal typically exists in geo-

science academic platforms and other text material containing

question and answer pairs and is useful for question answering.

• G10: Factual knowledge: Geoscience facts, e.g., Dolomite is a

carbonate rock. This signal typically exists in some geoscience-

related QA platforms, useful for question-answering and fact

verification.

Based on these signals, we restructure the data for tuning on

tasks of Question Answering, Named Entity Recognition, Relation Ex-
traction, Fact Verification, Summarization, Text Classification, Word
Semantics, and Explanation, and we sample and clean the data to

build the instruction tuning data GeoSignal. The statistics of GeoSig-

nal is listed as Table 3.

Tasks Samples Total

Question Answering 11,360,163 15,349

Named Entity Recognition 6,252,268 2,400

Relation Extraction 1,200 600

Fact Verification 168,424 8,000

Summarization 3,279,336 800

Text Classification 8,313 2,000

Word Semantics 826,194 6,400

Explanation 731,374 4,200

Entire GeoSignal 22,627,272 39,749

Table 3: The statistics of GeoSignal categorized by tasks.

3.3 Evaluation on Expertise in Geoscience:

GeoBenchmark

Lastly, in order to evaluate the language models for solving geo-

science questions and the capacity to understand and utilize the

geoscience knowledge, we extract the data from various Question-

answer websites, crawl several open-source test websites, and fi-

nally construct a benchmark, named GeoBenchmark.

NPEE. First, we collected National Postgraduate Entrance Exam

questions on geology and geography in the past five years. We

choose the text-only questions and translate them into English since

the base model is LLaMA. After verifying the translated questions

and corresponding answers, we got 182 multiple-choice questions,

150 fill-in-the-blank questions, 454 word-explanation tasks, and

335 essay questions. Since the fill-in-the-blank questions, word-

explanation tasks, and essay questions are hard to evaluate, we

make them subjective tasks, while the multiple-choice questions

are objective tasks.
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APTest. we also collect AP (Advanced Placement) examinations

are exams offered in the US by the College Board and are taken

each May by students. We collect and clean 1395 multiple-choice

questions about geology, geography, and environmental science.

To sum up, There are 183 multiple-choice questions in NPEE,

and 1,395 in total in AP Test, constituting the objective task set.

Meanwhile, we gather all 939 subjective questions in NPEE to be

the subjective tasks set and use 50 to measure the baselines with

human evaluation. In the experiments sessions, we further discuss

the evaluation metrics on these tasks.

4 TRAINING THE K2

In this section, we establish a recipe for tuning a large language

model on a specific domain and share the settings we adopt to train

the K2.

4.1 Geoscience Domain Adaptation Recipe

Since geoscience is a relatively secondary or arcane field of study,

there are few language models for such scenarios. However, ad-

vanced natural language models and tools can help geoscientists

with data mining and knowledge discovery in their research fields.

Therefore, learning a language model for knowledge understand-

ing, summary, and QA is necessary. Meanwhile, geoscience has a

rich knowledge accumulation, such as academic papers and scien-

tific reports, which has established a data foundation for training

large-scale language models. Consequently, Based on the data in

the field of geosciences, we explored a recipe for scientific domain

adaptation and finally obtained K2.

Further
Pre-training Instruction Tuning Knowledge-Intensive 

Instruction Tuning

Domain-Shift Human-Alignment Expert-Alignment

Figure 4: Training recipe for domain language models.

As shown in Figure 4, scientific domain adaptation has three

main steps. First, we use domain-specific text corpus to further

pretrain the base model. In this paper, we use LLaMA as the base

model. Second, since instruction tuning can make the language

models generate content following human instructions, we can first

do instruction tuning with general instruction-tuning data, such as

Alpaca, and natural instruction. Lastly, after learning the paradigm

to follow the instructions, the model can learn more information

from the restructured domain knowledge, which we call expertise-

instruction tuning. In the ablation experiments, we will further

verify the correctness of this recipe.

4.2 Further Pretrain

During the stage of further pretrain on geoscience text corpus, We

initialize the LLaMA-7B [42] checkpoints with the 8-bit integer

format (int8) parameters, using bf16 and tf32 as the floating point

formats, and train it on 3.9B tokens from 2,455,040 samples consist-

ing more than 2 million well-preprocessing geoscience literature.

The entire parameters of LLaMA-7B (6.7B trainable parameters)

are further pretrain for one epoch on 4 NVIDIA A100-SXM-40GB

GPUs and the training for 214 hours. In this stage, we set a learning

rate of 1e-5, with a global batch size of 128 and a micro-batch size

of 2. The incremental steps of the train are 30,140 steps (1,000 for
warm-up). Finally, we will call the model obtained after the further

pretrain GeoLLaMA for better distinction.

4.3 Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning

Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning (PEFT) helps achieve the mission

of training in a low-resource setting. As mentioned in [16], the

weight updates during the fine-tuning process also have a low

“intrinsic rank” during adaptation. Therefore, according to LoRA, a

hidden layer ℎ =𝑊0𝑥,𝑊0 ∈ 𝑅𝑑∗𝑘 , the modified forward pass yields:

ℎ =𝑊0𝑥 + Δ𝑊𝑥 =𝑊0𝑥 + 𝐵𝐴𝑥 , where 𝐵 ∈ 𝑅𝑑∗𝑟 , 𝐴 ∈ 𝑅𝑟∗𝑘 and 𝑟 <<

𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑑, 𝑘) are two low “intrinsic rank” matrix containing trainable

parameters. Moreover, after further pretraining the LLaMA, the

adaptation to the field of geoscience is more comprehensive. During

the instruction tuning stage, the target is to train the model to align

with humans and experts. We use Low-Rank Adaption to tune the

model.

In instruction tuning, we set a learning rate of 1e-4 with a global

batch size of 128. As for the LoRA setup, we set lora_r as eight

while lora_alpha as 16. We set the lora_target_modules as k_proj,

q_proj, and v_proj, based on our experimental observation. The

instruction tuning via LoRA only trains 6M parameters on one

single NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 for 23 hours. In order to make the

model perform better and inject part of the geoscience knowledge in

the instruction tuning stage, we first use alpaca instruction tuning

data to train GeoLLaMA, which we recognize as Human-alignment.

Then we resume from the checkpoint obtained and continue fine-

tuning the model using GeoSignal for further training. Based on

our experimental observation, the performance does not perform

better if we mix these training data.

5 EVALUATION

This section illustrates the evaluationmethods and results of K2 and

related baselines. GeoBenchmark consists of two kinds of tasks,

one is subjective, and one is objective.Wewill release our evaluation

pipeline on Github Repo. In this part, we choose four baselines

models: Galactica [40], MPT-7B [41], Vicuna-7B [3], LLaMA-7B [42]

and Alpaca-7b [39].

5.1 Objective tasks in GeoBenchmark

For objective tasks like multiple-choice tasks (GeoBenchmark-AP

and multiple-choice and true-false questions in GeoBenchmark-

GNPEE), we prompt appropriately, ending with the phrase “The
answer is”, calculate the 𝑆𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 of the probability of next token

among the choice label (e.g., A, B, C, D, sometimes E), and finally

gain the score of the Accuracy based on these test ground truth.

First, we evaluate all the saved checkpoints, as shown in Figure 5.

We can find that as the tokens seen by the model gradually scale

up, the model’s performance on our benchmark is improving. This

result indicates that the model learns geoscience knowledge in

further pretrain.

Moreover, compared with the baselines, we can see that K2

outperforms the NPEE dataset. However, in the AP Test, K2 is

similar to the Galactica model since geoscience learned in high

school is human geography and environmental science, including

in the training corpus of Galactica.

https://github.com/davendw49/k2
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21.621.6
19.619.6

23.623.6

29.129.1

25.725.7

31.131.1

Figure 5: Each score at selected training steps of K2 on the

Objective tasks in GeoBenchmark.

Baselines NPEE APTest

Gal-6.7B 25.7 29.9

LLaMA-7B 21.6 27.6

MPT-7B 28.4 26.0

Vicuna-7B 26.4 16.8

Alpaca-7B 31.1 29.1

K2-7B (Ours) 39.9 29.3

Table 4: Comparison among baselines on Objective tasks in

GeoBenchmark. The best number is bolded, while the second

best is underlined.

5.2 Subjective tasks in GeoBenchmark

For subjective tasks (mainly in GeoBenchmark-NPEE), we use au-

tomatic methods, GPTScore [11] and Perplexity to evaluate the

quality of the output. GPTScore utilizes generative pre-trained mod-

els’ emergent abilities (e.g., zero-shot instruction) to score generated

texts. In addition, perplexity is computed with GPT-2 [34] on the

generated text and measures the fluency of the generations. Fur-

thermore, referring to geoscientists, we collect 50 open geoscience

questions and gather ten geoscience research practitioners to evalu-

ate the output of baseline models. We evaluate the models on three

metrics, 1) rationality: whether the generated content of the model

is technical rationality or not; 2) correctness: whether the content

generated by the model is reliable or not; 3) consistency: whether

the generated content always stays in the topic. All the scores scale

from 1 (poor) to 3 (good), with 2 indicating acceptable content. The

complete results of the subjective tasks are in Table 5.

Baselines

Automatic Evaluation Human Evaluation

perplexity GPTScore rationality correctness consistency

Gal-6.7B 34.57 -2.3598 1.96 1.74 1.79

LLaMA-7B 40.07 -1.9531 2.24 2.04 2.01

GeoLLaMA-7B 32.32 -1.9457 2.15 1.89 2.03

Alpaca-7B 40.07 -1.9536 2.09 1.93 2.34

K2-7B (Ours) 32.32 -1.9487 2.38 2.13 2.14

Table 5: Comparsion on subjective tasks in GeoBenchmarks.

The best number is bolded, while the second best is under-

lined.

As we can see, K2 performs better on rationality and correctness.

At the same time, consistency stays competitive. The results indi-

cate that our model better understands geoscience and can utilize

scientific knowledge.

5.3 Ablation on Expert-Alignment

To better understand the recipe for aligning the model with humans

and experts, we deploy the ablation experiments to explore the

detail. We treat the data constructed by self-instruct or human-

annotated in the general domain or for dialogue generation as

human-alignment data. At the same time, view the data annotated

by experts in specific domains as expert-alignment data. As shown

in Table 6, using task-special data, such as dolly-15k, fails to achieve

a good performance, while using self-instruct data, such as Alpaca-

GPT4, is still not as effective as using knowledge-intensive data.

Surprisingly, we have discovered that the results are unsatisfactory

if we mix the knowledge-intensive data GeoSignal with human-

alignment data Alpaca. It is better to use Alpaca to align the model

to follow human instruction and then use the GeoSignal to align

with the experts. Here LoRA is deployed only on attention layers.

Model NPEE APTest

GeoLLaMA→ Dolly 27.0 26.3

GeoLLaMA→ Alpaca-GPT4 34.4 26.5

GeoLLaMA→ GeoSignal 37.2 27.4

GeoLLaMA→ GeoSignal mix Alpaca-GPT4 33.8 23.4

GeoLLaMA→ Alpaca-GPT4 → GeoSignal (K2) 39.9 29.8

Table 6: Results when using different instruction tuning data.

The best number is bolded, while the second best is under-

lined.

6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we introduceK2, the first-ever large languagemodel in

the geoscience field. K2 can answer geoscience questions and follow

geoscientists’ instructions with its geoscience professionalism. We

construct the first geoscience-supervised instruction data, GeoSig-

nal. Meanwhile, we build GeoBenchmark, the first NLP benchmark

in geoscience to evaluate the capability on geoscience knowledge

understanding and utilization. On the geoscience benchmarks col-

lected, K2 shows its professionalism and effectiveness compared

with other similar-size language models.

Limitations. Like other language models, hallucination, toxic-

ity, and stereotypes exist in K2. Since LLaMA’s pretraining data are

from before 2020 and K2 only use open-access geoscience papers,

the information, and knowledge may not be up-to-date. Moreover,

LLaMA only supports 20 languages and has limited support for

non-English languages, which K2 inherits as well.

Potential Applications. K2 shows the potential of adapting

language models to a scientific field with domain barriers. As a

language model, K2 can understand geoscience materials and mod-

ify the statement about geoscience with suitable prompts. Since

K2 is a generative language model, it can generate paragraphs and

statements on word description and answer generation based on

the given questions. In this way, K2 acts like a knowledge base and

gives the geoscientist a professional assistant.

In the future, we will maximize the advantages and minimize the

limitation of using K2 and provide better services to data mining

communities and geoscientists for further research.
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